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THE CALIFORNIA POPCORN TAX
By Duane Sharpe, Hutchinson and Bloodgood LLP

The California State Board of Equalization (the Board) recently issued an Opinion on a refund 
of sales tax to a local theatre chain (hereafter, the Theatre).  The detail of the refund wasn’t discussed 
in the opinion, but the Board did focus on two specifi c issues that affected the refund.

California tax law requires the assessment of sales tax on the sale of all food products when sold 
for consumption within a place that charges admission.   The Board noted that in all but one loca-
tion, the Theatre had changed their operations regarding admissions to its theatre buildings.  Instead 
of requiring customers to fi rst purchase tickets to enter into the theatre building lobby in which all 
food and drinks were sold, the Theatre opened each lobby to the general public without requiring 
tickets.  The Theatre only required tickets for the customers to enter further into the inside movie 
viewing areas of the theatres.  This admission policy allowed the Theatre not to charge sales tax on 
“popcorn sales.”  California tax law requires the assessment of sales tax on the sale of “hot prepared 
food products.”  The issue before the Board was whether the popcorn sold by the Theatre was a hot 
prepared food product.

From the Opinion: “Claimant’s process for making popcorn starts with a popper. Kernels are placed 
in a suspended kettle where the kernels are heated until they pop.  Under the kettle is a bin that holds 
the popcorn once it has popped.  Next to the popper machine is a machine called a “cornditioner.”  
The cornditioner includes a storage bin that stores popped popcorn until claimant’s employee scoops 
the popcorn into a bag.  Under the storage bin, the cornditioner also includes a heating element and 
motor that blows air over the heating element causing heated air to be blown up through the popcorn 
while it sits in the cornditioner.”

The Theatre explained to the Board that it was not the The Theatre explained to the Board that it was not the 
Theatre’s intent for the popcorn to be a hot prepared food Theatre’s intent for the popcorn to be a hot prepared food 
product.  The cornditioner dehumidifi ed the popcorn; product.  The cornditioner dehumidifi ed the popcorn; 
it did not heat the popcorn.  Also the popcorn was not it did not heat the popcorn.  Also the popcorn was not 
sold above room temperature.  The Theatre also noted sold above room temperature.  The Theatre also noted 
that the packaging used to hold the popcorn had little that the packaging used to hold the popcorn had little 
insulating value.  The Board’s opinion concluded that insulating value.  The Board’s opinion concluded that 
the Theatre’s process of making popcorn did not result the Theatre’s process of making popcorn did not result 
in the sale of a hot prepared food product and allowed in the sale of a hot prepared food product and allowed 
the refund of previously collected sales tax.

Based on this Opinion from the California State Board Based on this Opinion from the California State Board 
of Equalization, all theatre chains should review, with their of Equalization, all theatre chains should review, with their 
accountant or attorney, their admission policy and their accountant or attorney, their admission policy and their 
policy of charging sales tax on all food products.

This article of a recent State Board of Equaliza-
tion opinion was prepared by Mr. Sharpe, a partner 
with Hutchinson and Bloodgood LLP, Glendale, CA.
HB, LLP is the accounting fi rm for accounting fi rm for accounting fi rm for NATO of CA/NV. NATO of CA/NV. NATO of CA/NV. ▼▼
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Welcome New Members
NATO of CA/NV welcomes the following members who recently joined the Association.

Coast Cinemas, Tom Lazzarini  • Coast Cinemas, Tom Lazzarini  • Coast Cinemas Contra Costa Cinemas, Kyle Conner  • Contra Costa Cinemas, Kyle Conner  • Contra Costa Cinemas Crown Theatres, Jeremy WelmanCrown Theatres, Jeremy WelmanCrown Theatres
L&R Theatres, Larry Rodkey  •  L&R Theatres, Larry Rodkey  •  L&R Theatres Lodi Cinemas, LLC, Neil Perlmutter  •  Lodi Cinemas, LLC, Neil Perlmutter  •  Lodi Cinemas Oakdale Cinemas, Craig GildeaOakdale Cinemas, Craig GildeaOakdale Cinemas

and associate member Pacifi c Standard Service, Greg JonesPacifi c Standard Service, Greg JonesPacifi c Standard Service

TASA Helps To Reduce Trailer Volume LevelsTASA Helps To Reduce Trailer Volume LevelsTASA Helps To Reduce Trailer Volume LevelsTASA Helps To Reduce Trailer Volume LevelsTASA Helps To Reduce Trailer Volume Levels
By Ken Jacquart, Cinema Product Manager; Motion Picture Division, Dolby Laboratories Inc.
TASA Helps To Reduce Trailer Volume Levels
By Ken Jacquart, Cinema Product Manager; Motion Picture Division, Dolby Laboratories Inc.
TASA Helps To Reduce Trailer Volume Levels

A recent Nielsen survey indicates that approximately 75% of cinema patrons believe that trailer 
volume levels are “okay”. This certainly was not the case several years ago! The TASA audio standard 
is responsible for this progress.

The TASA standard is an audio standard for trailer volume levels. TASA refers to the Trailer Audio 
Standards Association. The TASA committee is run by the MPAA and made up of representatives 
from NATO, all the major studios, and each digital sound format company. 

With the advent of digital audio in the cinema, the standard had become necessary due to the 
historical excessive loudness of trailers compared to the loudness of the feature presentation. Trailers 
were often so loud that the volume had to be turned down due to patron complaints. The volume 
would then remain at the lowest complaint level which would result in the feature presentation volume 
being too low. To address the issue, the TASA standard was developed as a measuring technique which 
establishes an upper-volume limit for trailers. It has been voluntarily adopted by all of the MPAA 
member studios and the methodology is used worldwide. 

Dolby Laboratories fi rst developed a specialized measurement technique (Leq
m
) and a meter which 

quantifi es trailer “apparent” loudness. The meter uniquely measures volume that is specifi cally irritable or 
annoying. It measures the average volume over the entire length of the trailer. Consider a trailer which is 
moderately loud throughout most of its length compared to one that contains short loud bursts followed 
by lengths of quiet or normal volume segments. The latter is far more tolerable. Not all loud sounds irritate 
an audience to the same extent. The irritability of sounds to an audience depends on the type of sound and 
its duration. For example, it is more irritating to hear high frequency smashing glass at the same volume 
level as a lower frequency foghorn. Because of these perceived conditions, the Leq

m
 meter “weights” the 

volume measurement based on frequencies or sounds that are known to be annoying to an audience. 

Since the measurement technique was adopted in 1999, the overall trailer volume levels have been 
incrementally reduced over time and better match the volume level of the feature presentation. 

Before a trailer can be approved by the MPAA it must receive a TASA Certifi cate from an inde-
pendent audio engineering fi rm which measures and verifi es that the trailer volume level does not 
exceed the volume limit. There have been nearly 2000 TASA certifi ed trailers here in the US while 
there has been a similar number overseas. 

Presently, commercials and advertisement volume levels are not regulated by the MPAA or TASA. 
NATO members should encourage commercial makers to follow the TASA guidelines.

Do you have a question about the operations of your booth? Feel free to submit questions or suggestions 
for upcoming Tech Tips to techtips@dolby.com. We look forward to hearing from you. ▼
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January 28, 2005

Mr. Milton Moritz
President and CEO
National Association of Theatre Owners of California/Nevada11661 San Vicente Boulevard, Suite 830Los Angeles, CA 90049

Dear Mr. Moritz:

I have learned that the National Association of Theatre Owners ofCalifornia/Nevada will make an extremely generous donation of $100,000 toour Southeast Asia Relief Fund.  Your association’s generosity to AmeriCares
reveals the hearts of true philanthropists and we are deeply grateful for yoursupport.

The gift from the National Association of Theatre Owners ofCalifornia/Nevada will help AmeriCares provide urgently needed humanitarian
aid to the survivors of the devastating earthquake and tsunamis in this region.We are actively responding to help the survivors and to prevent further loss of
life.  In the past month, we have sent a series of seven emergency airlifts to Sri
Lanka, Indonesia and India, carrying life-saving medicines, relief supplies, and
enough water purification treatments to provide millions of liters of cleandrinking water.  AmeriCares disaster relief teams have been on the ground inSri Lanka, India, and Indonesia to coordinate the distribution of our shipments
and to plan the next steps of our relief efforts.  Strategically, we have movedfrom the immediate disaster response stage and are now planning our role inmeeting the medium and long- term needs of these countries.  Given themagnitude of the disaster, we know that we will continue to be active in thisregion well into the future.

I will be leaving for Asia this weekend to further research howAmeriCares might best help in the reconstruction and rehabilitation process.  I
look forward to providing you with an update upon my return.It is through the generosity of donors like the National Association ofTheatre Owners of California/Nevada that we are able to send help, and equally
importantly, ���� to the tsunami survivors.  You may be assured that 100% of
your gift will go to our relief efforts as we work to rehabilitate and replace theaffected countries’ health care infrastructures.  Thank you once again for your
association’s invaluable support, which makes this possible.
Sincerely,

Curtis R. Welling
President and CEO
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Famous reduces prices
Special discounts will no longer apply

Famous reduces prices
Special discounts will no longer apply

Famous reduces prices

Reprinted from Daily Variety

TORONTO -- Viacom sub-
sidiary Famous Players, Canada’s 
largest theater chain, is slashing 
prices in the province of Ontario 
to lure audiences.

Tickets will cost C$9.95 ($8.03), 
down from $11.26. Special discounts 
such as weekend matinees will no 
longer apply. Seniors’ and students’ 
ticket price will remain $6.86.

The Toronto-based chain has 
794 screens in 84 locations across 
Canada.

“Attendance is not precipitously 
declining, but it’s not growing, and 
that is such a key metric in the fi lm 
business,” said Famous Players presi-
dent Robb Chase. Chase hopes that 
lower prices will get people out to 
the movies more often and revive the 
old tradition of seeing a single movie 
multiple times.

Famous hopes to increase annual 
box offi ce take by 10%-15%.

Movie attendance has been de-
clining slightly in recent years, down 
1% last year and 2% the year before 
due to a combination of factors, 
including increasingly sophisticated 
home theater systems and stiffer com-
petition from other entertainment, 
such as live sports.

B.O. growth is due to higher 
prices -- a formula Chase said is un-
sustainable.

Famous Players has lowered prices in other Canadian cities on an experimental 
basis for several years.  In every case the lower prices have had the desired effect, he 
said. Adding Ontario to the list makes the discounts nationwide.

“People are experimenting with pricing now to increase volume and give custom-
ers more options,” said Adina Lebo, executive director of the Motion Picture Theater 
Assn. of Canada. She said rival Cineplex Odeon has pursued a similar strategy in 
selected communities.

The discount is a limited time offer, but Chase says that if it increases revenues, 
the pricing will stay in place.

The studios, he said, have been “supportive, and we hope they continue to be.” ▼
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The fi rst nickelodeon designed for screen-
ing motion pictures was rolled out 100 years 
ago, and the process by which most folks buy 
movie tickets hasn’t evolved much since.

But the nascent Internet movie tickets 
industry has started to change that by allow-
ing consumers to prepay for tickets online, 
and players in the space will keep pushing 
technological advances this year.

Industry players also predict that their 
business will continue to gain momentum as 
they push to further strengthen their respec-
tive positions.

Fandango, for example, continues to push 
print-at-home ticketing, and MovieTickets.
com is diligently pursuing smart-card technologies.com is diligently pursuing smart-card technologies.

Fandango boasts that of the 17,000 screens it represents, 
consumers can print their tickets from home for movies shown on 
1,800 of them. That number should rise to 3,800 by year’s end, 
CEO Art Levitt said.

Tickets printed at home contain a bar code that is scanned by a 
movie theatre employee, or in some cases by the moviegoers them-
selves. This system negates the need for consumers to take a few extra 
moments at a theatre kiosk -- a free-standing machine that looks like 
an ATM -- to print a ticket they’ve already purchased online.

But for theatre operators not yet ready for print-at-home tick-
eting, the in-theatre kiosks also are getting more technologically 
advanced, with the ability to not just dispense prepaid movie tickets 
but also cash and postage stamps -- functionality that represents an 
additional revenue source for exhibitors.

Mitch Rubenstein, co-CEO of MovieTickets.com, Fandango’s 
chief rival, said that some exhibitors would rather skip print-at-
home technology and jump right to the next phase: smart cards, or 
something akin to a Mobil Speedpass, which lets customers point a 
gadget at a gas pump and fuel up, with the purchase going straight to 
a previously determined credit card. Rubenstein said such a method 
for purchasing movie tickets is about 18 months away.

Countered Levitt, “Print-at-home technology is here now, and 
we see an uptick in sales where it is deployed.”

The appeal of purchasing tickets online for event movies and 
not having to stand in lines or worry about sellouts seems obvious 
now. But when Fandango and MovieTickets.com launched, even 
their own executives were skeptical that consumers would pay a 
premium for online tickets, so they offered their services for free 

while selling advertising on their Web sites. 
The bursting of the Internet bubble caused The bursting of the Internet bubble caused 
them to rethink that strategy.them to rethink that strategy.

There are still online ads, but Fandango 
and MovieTickets.com now charge an average and MovieTickets.com now charge an average 
of $1 premium per ticket, which they share of $1 premium per ticket, which they share 
with the exhibitors. And business is brisk, both with the exhibitors. And business is brisk, both 
privately held companies say, though without privately held companies say, though without 
sharing too many statistics.sharing too many statistics.

“In some weekends, we sell over a million 
tickets,” Rubenstein said. “We sell some the-tickets,” Rubenstein said. “We sell some the-
atres out entirely on opening weekend.”atres out entirely on opening weekend.”

Rubenstein’s MovieTickets.com, gener-
ally considered the smaller of the two, sells ally considered the smaller of the two, sells 
tickets online for movies played on more tickets online for movies played on more 

than 9,000 screens.than 9,000 screens.

MovieTickets.com also gets less traffi c in the United States than 
its competitor, according to Nielsen//NetRatings. In November, for 
example, 2.8 million people visited Fandango, while 2.1 million 
visited MovieTickets.com, though the latter has a bigger presence 
in Canada.

Naturally, there are traffi c surges when big movies open. Last 
year’s biggest one-day surge for both companies was June 5, when 
“Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban” was released, according 
to research fi rm Hitwise, though Fandango said that it actually sold 
more tickets to “The Passion of the Christ” last year.

According to Hitwise, more than half of the visitors to Fan-
dango and MovieTickets.com are ages 25-44, with many being 
affl uent parents with young children who often buy tickets online 
for the entire family.

“The largest segment of visits come from suburbia,” Hitwise vp 
research Bill Trancer said. “People who live in the suburbs have to drive 
further to a theatre, so they want to make sure it’s not sold out.”

Heady traffi c and a resurgence in online advertising, along 
with claims from both companies that they already are profi table, 
has encouraged talk among some industry observers that a merger 
makes sense, followed by an initial public offering.

“The IPO market is strong and these are ideal businesses for 
taking public,” Rubenstein said.

Others see a combined Fandango-Movie Tickets.com being 
acquired.

“We’ve had a lot of conversations with a lot of companies,” 
Levitt said. ▼

Home Boxoffi ces Starting To Click
Reprint from The Hollywood Reporter
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Cinema Treasures:
MBI Publishing recently released Cinema Treasures

by Ross Melnick and Andreas Fuchs, a wonderful new 
book about the history of movie theatres in the United 
States. Kenneth Turan of the Los Angeles Times called it Los Angeles Times called it Los Angeles Times
“detailed without being dull and thoroughly at home with 
this often neglected subject matter... Melnick and Fuchs 
are especially good at providing the details, showing us 
exactly who came up with what.” Leonard Maltin added 
Cinema Treasures is “indeed a treasure.” The authors have Cinema Treasures is “indeed a treasure.” The authors have Cinema Treasures
continued their industry and academic outreach as well 
as support of local initiatives effecting all theatres, not 
only for those profi led in Cinema TreasuresCinema TreasuresCinema .

Expanding upon the organization’s popular website, 
CinemaTreasures.org, that Melnick co-founded with 
Patrick Crowley in December 2000 featuring daily news 
and more (with the original 100 theatres growing to over 
8,400 from 44 countries), the book meticulously traces 
the history of motion picture exhibition and showcases 
movie theatres, which the authors believe to be of “in-
trinsic cultural, social, architectural, and historical sig-
nifi cance, at the same time as they hold a special place 
in the hearts of moviegoers.” 

The authors take the reader from early twentieth-century nickel-
odeons and airdomes, to ornate prewar movie palaces, cozy neighbor-
hood houses and drive-ins. Cinema Treasures also features post-war
widescreen visions, multiplexes, and the latest state-of-the-art mega-
plexes, while chronicling how leading industry fi gures along with 
social and economic change, ever-evolving technologies (including a 
discussion of digital projection) and audience demands have shaped a 
“night out at the movies.” 

“We really wanted to connect the past with the present,” Fuchs told 
Previews. “It is not only about what is sadly gone, but very much about 
those wonderful  places that are still here to  delight us in the same 
way as they fi rst opened—namely, by showing movies. We profi le more 
recent cinema buildings—many NATO of California/Nevada member 
theatres included—that are representative of trends and continue to 
redefi ne the classic moviegoing experience.”

A third-generation cinema operator, who sold his first movie 
ticket at the age of twelve, Andreas Fuchs now consults exhibitors 
worldwide in addition to his industry reporting in Film Journal 
International, among others. Before applying his passion for movie International, among others. Before applying his passion for movie International
theatres to academics at the UCLA Department of Film, Television 
and Digital Media, Ross Melnick worked in several studio market-

ing departments and in theatrical distribution at Sony 
Pictures Releasing.

“While enough books about fi lm, fi lmmakers, and 
the stars have been written to wrap around the equator,” 
Melnick says about the motivation for Cinema Treasures, Cinema Treasures, Cinema Treasures
“the story behind the movie theatre and the manner in 
which industrial, social, and artistic trends have informed 
its evolution has received far less attention. We wanted 
to publish a book that would attract a wide audience, 
from moviegoers to members of the industry to scholars. 
Cinema Treasures is also an important step for the orga-Cinema Treasures is also an important step for the orga-Cinema Treasures
nization, as it grows from being a primarily online media 
initiative and furthers its goal of celebrating and preserving 
the work of exhibitors and the memories of moviegoers 
around the world.”

Cinema Treasures, by Ross Melnick and Andreas 
Fuchs; 208 oversized pages and richly illustrated; ISBN: 
0-7603-1492-6, suggested retail price is $40.00, spe-
cial orders are available through Darrick Anderson at, 
danderson@mbipublishing.comdanderson@mbipublishing.com. ▼

A New Look At Classic Movie Theatres
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1. Best Motion Picture of the year
❑ “The Aviator”
❑ “Finding Neverland”
❑ “Million Dollar Baby”
❑ “Ray”
❑ “Sideways”

2. Actor in a leading role
❑ Don Cheadle in “Hotel Rwanda”
❑ Johnny Depp in “Finding Neverland”
❑ Leonardo DiCaprio in “The Aviator”
❑ Clint Eastwood in “Million Dollar Baby”
❑ Jamie Foxx in “Ray”

3. Actress in a leading role 
❑ Annette Bening in “Being Julia”
❑ Catalina Sandino Moreno in

“Maria Full of Grace”
❑ Imelda Staunton in “Vera Drake”
❑ Hilary Swank in “Million Dollar Baby”
❑ Kate Winslet in “Eternal Sunshine of the 

Spotless Mind”

4. Actor in a Supporting Role
❑ Alan Alda in “The Aviator”
❑ Thomas Haden Church in “Sideways”
❑ Jamie Foxx in “Collateral”
❑ Morgan Freeman in “Million Dollar Baby”
❑ Clive Owen in “Closer”

5. Actress in a Supporting Role
❑ Cate Blanchett in “The Aviator”
❑ Laura Linney in “Kinsey”
❑ Virginia Madsen in “Sideways”
❑ Sophie Okonedo in “Hotel Rwanda”
❑ Natalie Portman in “Closer”

6. Achievement in Directing
❑ Martin Scorsese,  “The Aviator”  
❑ Clint Eastwood, “Million Dollar Baby”
❑ Taylor Hackford “Ray”
❑ Alexander Payne, “Sideways”
❑ Mike Leigh, “Vera Drake”

7. Original Screenplay
❑ “The Aviator”
❑ “Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind”
❑ “Hotel Rwanda”
❑ “The Incredibles”
❑ “Vera Drake”

8. Achievement in fi lm editing
❑ “The Aviator”
❑ “Collateral”
❑ “Finding Neverland”
❑ “Million Dollar Baby”
❑ “Ray”

9. Achievement in cinematography
❑ “The Aviator”
❑ “House of Flying Daggers”
❑ “The Passion of the Christ”
❑ “The Phantom of the Opera”
❑ “A Very Long Engagement”

10. Achievement in art direction
❑ “The Aviator”
❑ “Finding Neverland”
❑ “Lemony Snicket’s A Series of

Unfortunate Events”
❑ “The Phantom of the Opera”
❑ “A Very Long Engagement”

11. Achievement in costume design
❑ Sandy Powell, “The Aviator”
❑ Alexandra Byrne, “Finding Neverland”
❑ Colleen Atwood, “Lemony Snicket’s

A Series of Unfortunate Events”
❑ Sharen Davis, “Ray”
❑ Bob Ringwood, “Troy”

12. Achievement in makeup
❑ “Lemony Snicket’s A Series of

Unfortunate Events”
❑ “The Passion of the Christ”
❑ “The Sea Inside”

13. Achievement in sound mixing
❑ “The Aviator”
❑ “The Incredibles”
❑ “The Polar Express”
❑ “Ray”
❑ “Spider-Man 2”

14. Achievement in visual effects
❑ “Harry Potter and the Prisoner

  of Azkaban”
❑ “I, Robot”
❑ “Spider-Man 2”

15. Music in connection with motion picture 
(Original Song)
❑ “Accidentally in Love” from “Shrek 2”
❑ “Al Otro Lado Del Rio” from

“The Motorcycle Diaries”
❑ “Believe” from “The Polar Express”
❑ “Learn To Be Lonely” from

“The Phantom of the Opera”
❑ “Look To Your Path

(Vois Sur Ton Chemin)” from
“The Chorus (Les Choristes)”

16. Best foreign language fi lm 
❑ Sweden, “As It Is in Heaven”
❑ France, “The Chorus (Les Choristes)”
❑ Germany, “Downfall”
❑ Spain, “The Sea Inside”
❑ South Africa, “Yesterday” 

Academy Awards® Contest
Previews, the monthly newsletter of NATO of California/Nevada, is sponsoring its annual Academy Awards® contest, open only Previews, the monthly newsletter of NATO of California/Nevada, is sponsoring its annual Academy Awards® contest, open only Previews

to employees of NATO of California/Nevada members.  The winner will be selected based upon the most correct answers; in case of 
a tie, the prize will be awarded based upon order of receipt of entry in the NATO of CA/NV offi ce.   

Fill in your choices and return to the NATO of CA/NV offi ce by Friday, February 25, 2005 at 5:00 p.m. by mail or fax.  Only 
one entry per person, the fi rst one submitted, will be accepted.  

Name:  ___________________________ Daytime  Phone:  _________________________ E-mail ____________________________

Company: ___________________________________________________ Title:  _____________________________________________

Fax completed entry to 310/460-2901
or mail to National Association of Theatre Owners of California/Nevada, Attn:  Academy Contest, 

11661 San Vicente Blvd., Suite 830, Los Angeles, CA 90049. 
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1/16/04 2004 sees the fourth best Martin Luther King weekend with $137.9 million for 4-days.
 Universal’s “Along Came Polly” with a 4-day take of $32.45 million becomes the top grossing Martin Luther King opener ever.  Its $27.7 

million 3-day take makes it the second best January opener ever.
2/13/04 Sony’s “50 First Dates” posts the second best President’s Weekend opening ever ($39.8 million for the 3-days) and the third best Feb. open-

ing of all-time (behind “Daredevil.”).
2/27/04 Mel Gibson’s “The Passion of the Christ” shakes the industry with its $83.9 million opening weekend gross.  The fi lm becomes the big-

gest February opener of all-time, posts the second biggest fi rst fi ve days for a Wednesday opener and the second best R-rated opening ever 
(behind “Matrix: Reloaded”). The fi lm also generated the sixth best weekend opening of all-time.

3/19/04 Universal’s “Dawn of the Dead” knocks “The Passion of the Christ” out of fi rst place with its $26.7 million opening gross.  “Passion” becomes 
the highest grossing R-rated fi lm of all time with its cumulative of $295.5 million as it passes “Matrix: Reloaded.”

4/16/04 Miramax’s “Kill Bill Vol. 2” opens at number one with $25.1 million and posts the third best April opening of all-time.
 “Passion” passes “Jurassic Park” on the all-time list and becomes the seventh highest grossing fi lm of all-time with its cumulative of $360.7 

million.
4/23/04 A very close box-offi ce battle with less than $2 million separating Fox’s “Man on Fire” and the number two fi lm, Sony’s “13 Going on 30.”  

This also marked the fi rst time that two fi lms opened with more than $20 million on the same weekend in April.
4/30/04 Paramount’s “Mean Girls” surprises everyone and opens at number one with $24.4 million.  Overall weekend down a whopping 34% when 

compared with the year before opening of “X2: X-men United” and its $85.5 million take.
5/07/04 “Van Helsing” from Universal opens with $51.7 million (the fourth best opening for a fi lm debuting over the fi rst weekend in May).
5/14/04 Warner’s “Troy” opens with $46.9 million.  
5/21/04 Dreamworks scores a spectacular opening weekend with “Shrek 2.”  With its astounding $108 million opening it becomes the second big-

gest opener in box-offi ce history behind only the fi rst “Spider-man.”  Multiple records broken:  the fi lm has the largest opening number of 
theatres with 4163 playdates.  The biggest single-day gross of all-time with $44.8 million on its fi rst Saturday.  Best animated opening of 
all-time (beating “Nemo”) as well as the best fi ve-day opening for a fi lm opening on a Wednesday. 

5/28/04 A record-breaking Memorial Weekend frame led by “Shrek 2.”  The sequel posted the biggest ever Memorial weekend gross with $95.6 
million for the four-day frame.  Fox’s “The Day After Tomorrow” exceeded expectations with its opening 4-day total of $85.8 million.  The 
four-day total for all fi lms in release was a staggering $246.9 million.  

6/04/04 Warner’s “Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban” shows the continued power of the “Potter” franchise as the fi lm opens with an amazing 
franchise best $93.7 million.  This becomes the third best opening weekend gross of all-time and the best June opener ever.

6/11/04 Solid openings for a slew of newcomers as fi ve fi lms gross over $20 million.  This is only the second time in B.O. history that this has hap-
pened.  “Shrek 2” becomes the highest grossing animated fi lm of all-time (beating “Nemo”) and the ninth highest grossing fi lm of all-time.  
Fox Searchlight’s “Napoleon Dynamite” opens in just 6 theatres and a per-theatre average of almost $20,000.

6/18/04 Fox’s “Dodgeball: A True Underdog Story” shocks the industry as it opens with over $30 million and beats the Hanks, Spielberg collabora-
tion “The Terminal” and its respectable $19 million gross.  

6/25/04 Michael Moore’s controversial documentary “Fahrenheit 9/11” opens at number one and redefi nes the box-offi ce potential for the genre.  
Its $23.9 million opening weekend gross is the biggest ever for a documentary!

7/01/04 Sony’s “Spider-Man 2” leads us a to a record-breaking Fourth-of-July weekend with all fi lms earning $165 million for the three-day portion 
beating 2002’s $153.1 million total.  “Spider-Man 2” broke numerous records:  Biggest opening day and biggest Wednesday opening with 
$40. 4 million.  Best four-day opening with $115.8 million, best fi ve-day opening with $152.4 million, best fi rst six-days with $180.1 mil-
lion and best Fourth-of-July opening ever with an $88.2  million F-S-S.

 Post Fourth-of-July sees year-to-date revenues up 5.70% vs. 2003 and Summer revenues up 8.42%.
7/16/04 Sony’s “Spider-Man 2” crosses the $300 million mark after just three weekends in release.  Fox’s “I, Robot” opens with $52.2 million, the 

best opening gross for star Will Smith.  “Fahrenheit 9/11” closes in on the $100 million mark after four weeks in release.
7/23/04 Universal scores their fourth number one opening of the year with “The Bourne Supremacy.  The fi lm’s opening gross of $52.5 million is a 

career best for star Matt Damon.  “Fahrenheit 9/11” crosses the $100 million mark.
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7/30/04 Buena Vista’s “The Village” opens with $50.8 million.  This is the third opener in as many weeks to open with over $50 million.  “Shrek 
2” passes “Star Wars: Epsiode 1” to become the fourth highest grossing fi lm of all-time.

8/06/04 Dreamworks opens the Tom Cruise fi lm “Collateral” with $24.7 million.  
8/13/04 Another franchise hybrid, “Alien vs. Predator” tops the charts.  The Fox fi lm surprised many with its $38.3 million opening.

Indie hits continue to thrive as Searchlight’s “Napoleon Dynamite” and “Garden State” post strong per-theatre averages as well as Lions 
Gate’s “Open Water” which posts the best per-theatre average of any fi lm in the marketplace with over $16,000.

8/27/04 Miramax’s well-reviewed martial arts fi lm “Hero” takes the top spot with just over $18 million.
9/03/04 Labor Day Weekend marks the end of a record-breaking Summer season with revenues of $3.958 billion.  However, this marks the second 

Summer in a row with attendance down vs. the previous year.
9/10/04 Sony’s Screen Gems division creates yet another success story with the number one opening of “Resident Evil: Apocalypse.”  
 Searchlight’s “Napoleon Dynamite” still going strong after 14 weeks in release.  The fi lm is ranked number ten for the weekend and crosses 

the $30 million mark.
9/17/04 The weekend is down 26% vs. the same weekend a year before.
9/24/04 Overall weekend box-offi ce is down 23% vs. comparable weekend a year before.  This is the fourth consecutive “down” weekend.  Fall 

revenues down a whopping 18%!
10/01/04 Dreamworks’ “Shark Tale” posts the second best October opening ever with $47.6 million.  Revenues for the weekend are up 24% vs. the 

same weekend a year before.
10/15/04 “Shark Tale” is number one for the third weekend in a row as it crosses the $100 million mark.  
10/22/04 This is the seventh “down” weekend out of the past eight weeks.
11/05/04 Disney/Pixar’s “The Incredibles” opens with $70.5 million and adds another number one opening to the Pixar track record.  The fi lm 

becomes the fourteenth biggest opener of all-time and the third best November opener to date.
11/12/04 Disney/Pixar’s “The Incredibles” dominates the marketplace with a second weekend take of $50.2 million and two weekends at number 

one.  Warner’s “The Polar Express” opens with a three-day total of $23.3 million and a fi ve-day total of over $30 million.  
11/19/04 Buena Vista’s “National Treasure” exceeds all expectations and opens with $35.1 million and “The Incredibles” crosses the $175 million 

mark in domestic box-offi ce.
 Paramount’s “Sponge Bob Squarepants Movie” opens with $32 million.  The top four fi lms for the weekend are all family friendly. 

1. “National Treasure”     2. “SpongeBob”    3. “Incredibles” and 4. “The Polar Express.”
11/26/04 The second best Thanksgiving frame on record with $224.7 million.
12/10/04 Warner’s “Ocean’s Twelve” opens with $39.1 million, the fourth best December opening ever.  BV’s “The Life Aquatic” opens in just two 

theatres with an astonishing $56,543 per theatre.  Year-to-date revenues up a mere 1.3% over 2003 and attendance stays below last year’s 
pace.  “The Polar Express” crosses the $100 million mark.

12/17/04 Paramount’s “Lemony Snicket’s: A Series of Unfortunate Events” gives star Jim Carrey his twelfth number one opener.  
12/24/04 Christmas Weekend is no record-breaker as the calendar puts Christmas Eve on a Friday, thus hurting overall business.  Overall business is 

down 27% vs. Christmas weekend 2003.
12/31/04 “Meet the Fockers” grabs the top spot for the second weekend in a row and posts record-breaking single day grosses for both New Year’s Eve 

and New Year’s Day.
 Through January 2, 2005, twenty-one 2004 releases crossed the $100 million mark.
 New Year’s Weekend signals the end of the box-offi ce year as revenues hit an all-time high of $9.4 billion.  Attendance is down for the second 

year in a row.  Still a robust sector with 1.5 billion tickets sold in 2004, but still short of year 2002’s 1.6 billion tickets sold.  

Please note:  All records are valid as stated at the time they appear on the timeline.
Source:  Exhibitor Relations Co., Inc.
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FILMS TO VIDEO: 
PROJECTED 

RELEASE 
PROJECTED 

RELEASE 
PROJECTED 

SCHEDULE
Extended version available at

www.natocalnev.org  

For additional listings refer to: 
www.homemediaretailing.com
For additional listings refer to: 
www.homemediaretailing.com
For additional listings refer to: 

Source: Home Media Retailing
www.homemediaretailing.com
Source: Home Media Retailing
www.homemediaretailing.com

The Grudge 2/1/05

Mr. 3000 2/1/05

Ray 2/1/05

Shall We Dance? 2/1/05

Vanity Fair 2/1/05

The Notebook 2/8/05

Shark Tale 2/8/05

The Motorcycle Diaries 2/15/05

Taxi 2/15/05

I Heart Huckabees 2/22/05

Exorcist:  The Beginning 3/1/05

Flight of the Phoenix 3/1/05

SpongeBob SquarePants 3/1/05

Christmas with the Kranks 3/8/05

Ladder 49 3/8/05

Stage Beauty 3/8/05

Alfi e 3/15/05

The Incredibles 3/15/05

S T A T I S T I C S

Historical Yearly Box-Offi ceHistorical Yearly Box-Offi ceHistorical Yearly
Gross and Attendance

Year Avg. Ticket  Ticket Price Total Gross  % Changes vs. Attendance % Change
 Price Change  Previous Year  vs. Previous Year 
Year Avg. Ticket  Ticket Price Total Gross  % Changes vs. Attendance % Change
 Price Change  Previous Year  vs. Previous Year 
Year Avg. Ticket  Ticket Price Total Gross  % Changes vs. Attendance % Change

2004 $6.22 3.15% $9,400,000,000 1.40% 1,511,254,019 -1.70%
2003 $6.03 3.97% $9,270,000,000 -0.50% 1,537,313,433 -4.30%
2002 $5.80 2.65% $9,317,000,000 11.58% 1,606,379,310 8.70%
2001 $5.65 4.63% $8,350,000,000 8.44% 1,477,876,106 3.64%
2000 $5.40 6.30% $7,700,000,000 2.67% 1,425,925,926 -3.42%

~Source: Exhibitor Relations Co.

25 Top Grossing Theatres 
Nationwide
1/2/2004 to 1/6/2005

Source:  Nielsen EDI, Inc.

      Screen
Rank Area Circ Theatre Count
 1 NEW YORK AMC EMPIRE 25 25
 2 LOS ANGELES AMC BURBANK 30 30
 3 BALTIMORE MUVI EGYPTIAN 24 24
 4 LOS ANGELES PACF GROVE STADIUM 14 14
 5 LOS ANGELES AMC BLOCK 30 30
 6 LOS ANGELES REG LONG BEACH STADIUM 26 26
 7 SAN FRANCISCO/OAKLAND CENT DALY CITY 20 20
 8 NEW YORK REG UNION SQUARE 14 14
 9 NEW YORK LCE LINCOLN SQUARE 13 13
 10 SAN FRANCISCO/OAKLAND LCE METREON 15 15
 11 SAN FRANCISCO/OAKLAND CENT CENTURY 25 25
 12 NEW YORK LCE PALISADES 21 21
 13 HOUSTON AMC WILLOWBROOK 24 24

14 SAN FRANCISCO/OAKLAND REG HACIENDA CROSSINGS 20 20
 15 NEW YORK LCE E-WALK 13 13
 16 SAN FRANCISCO/OAKLAND AMC MERCADO 20 20
 17 WASHINGTON,DC AMC HOFFMAN 22 22
 18 PHILADELPHIA AMC NESHAMINY 24 24
 19 LOS ANGELES AMC ONTARIO MILLS 30 30
 20 FRESNO/VISALIA REG FRESNO STADIUM 21 21
 21 ORLANDO/DAYTONA BEACH AMC PLEASURE ISLAND 24 24
 22 DENVER AMC WESTMINSTER 24 24
 23 BOSTON/MANCHESTER LCE BOSTON COMMON 19 19
 24 HOUSTON AMC GULF POINTE 30 30
 25 MIAMI AMC AVENTURA MALL 24 24
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Year-To-Date Box-Offi ceYear-To-Date Box-Offi ce
YEAR-TO-DATE  23 days starting Saturday, January 1, through Sunday, January 23, 2005 Average ticket price for 2004 is estimated 

Year Avg. Ticket  Ticket Price Total Gross  % Changes vs. Attendance % Change
 Price Change  Previous Year  vs. Previous Year 
Year Avg. Ticket  Ticket Price Total Gross  % Changes vs. Attendance % Change
 Price Change  Previous Year  vs. Previous Year 
Year Avg. Ticket  Ticket Price Total Gross  % Changes vs. Attendance % Change

2005 $6.45  3.70% $606,525,349 13.05% 94,034,938  9.03%
2004 $6.22  3.15% $536,468,986 -5.70% 86,249,033 -8.58%
2003 $6.03  2.65% $568,900,767     - 94,345,069 -

~Source: Exhibitor Relations Co.

25 Top Grossing California
Theatres for 2004

 2004  2003 2004
 CA Rank CA Rank Nat’l Rank Circuit Theatre City Screen Count

1 22 2 AMC BURBANK 30 BURBANK 30
 2 4 4 PACF GROVE STADIUM 14 LOS ANGELES 14
 3 1 5 AMC BLOCK 30 ORANGE 30
 4 3 6 REG LONG BEACH STADIUM 26 LONG BEACH 26
 5 6 7 CENT DALY CITY 20 DALY CITY 20
 6 2 10 LCE METREON 15 SAN FRANCISCO 15
 7 5 12 CENT CENTURY 25 UNION CITY 25
 8 7 15 REG HACIENDA CROSSINGS 20 DUBLIN 20
 9 8 17 AMC MERCADO 20 SANTA CLARA 20
 10 11 20 AMC ONTARIO MILLS 30 ONTARIO 30
 11 9 21 REG FRESNO STADIUM 21 FRESNO 21
 12 10 33 AMC MISSION VALLEY 20 SAN DIEGO 20
 13 13 34 PACF WINNETKA ALL STADIUM 21 CHATSWORTH 21
 14 n/a 36 PACF ARCLIGHT HOLLYWOOD 15 HOLLYWOOD 15
 15 15 37 AMC ROLLING HILLS 20 TORRANCE 20
 16 12 40 REG IRVINE SPECTRUM 21 IRVINE 21
 17 n/a 46 PACF GALLERIA STADIUM 21 SHERMAN OAKS 21
 18 n/a 47 CENT OAKRIDGE 20 SAN JOSE 20
 19 21 52 REG ONTARIO PALACE 22 ONTARIO 22
 20 14 53 LCE UNIVERSAL CITY 18 UNIVERSAL CITY 18
 21 16 54 N AM BRIDGE DE LUX 17 WESTCHESTER 17
 22 18 59 CENT CENTURY 16 MOUNTAIN VIEW 16
 23 20 60 AMC COVINA 30 WEST COVINA 30
 24 19 61 AMC PUENTE HILLS 20 ROWLAND HEIGHTS 20
 25 23 68 REG SOUTH GATE STADIUM 20 SOUTH GATE 20

Source:  Nielsen EDI, Inc.

S T A T I S T I C S
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1. Review and Update Employee 
Handbooks
1. Review and Update Employee 
Handbooks
1. Review and Update Employee 

Employers who have not recently up-
dated their handbooks should review them 
now to be sure they have included changes 
that took place in the past year, such as 
paid family leave benefi ts. Employers with 
over 50 employees also should update their 
handbooks to refl ect new rules that make 
sexual harassment training mandatory for 
supervisors. 

2. Review All Policies and Practices to 
Ensure Compliance with the Labor 
Code 
Ensure Compliance with the Labor 
Code 
Ensure Compliance with the Labor 

While 2004 saw reform to the “sue your 
boss” law, employees who meet the law’s 
administrative and procedural requirements 
still can sue their employers for damages 
for Labor Code violations. Consider hiring 
labor and employment counsel to audit 
all polices and practices for Labor Code 
compliance. 

3. Review All Posters and Pamphlets 
Employers should review company post-

ers and pamphlets to be sure they are current. 
New posters and pamphlets include: 

• Revised Workers' Compensation Em-
ployer Poster and Workers' Compen-
sation Rights and Benefi ts Pamphlet. 
The revised poster must be posted as of 
August 1, 2004 and the new pamphlet 
must be given to all employees hired on 
or after August 1, 2004. 

• Paid Family Leave Pamphlet — Em-Paid Family Leave Pamphlet — Em-Paid Family Leave Pamphlet
ployers must give the pamphlet to all 
employees hired January 1, 2004 or 
after and to all employees absent begin-
ning July 1, 2004, if the absence may 
qualify for paid family leave benefi ts. 

• Whistleblower Poster listing employ-

Eight Tips to Help California Employers Comply With New Labor Laws for 2005

ees' rights and responsibilities under 
whistleblower laws — required as of 
January 1, 2004. 

4. Provide Sexual Harassment 
Prevention Training

A new law for 2005 mandates sexual 
harassment prevention training of supervi-
sors for all employers with more than 50 em-
ployees. These employers will be required to 
provide supervisors with two hours of sexual 
harassment training every two years. 

Employers must provide the training by 
January 1, 2006 for all workers employed as 
of July 1, 2005. However, any employer who 
already provided the training to a supervisor 
after January 1, 2003 is not required to meet 
the January 1, 2006 deadline. 

The training must be interactive and 
must be provided by a qualifi ed trainer with 
knowledge and expertise in the prevention of 
harassment, discrimination and retaliation. 

Employers should: 

• Determine which supervisors were 
trained in 2003 and 2004 and make 
sure the training is documented. These 
supervisors will not need training in 
2005. 

• Determine which supervisors will need 
training in 2005 to comply with the 
January 1, 2006 deadline. 

• Include funds for training in the com-
pany budget. 

• Determine who will conduct training 
for your company, making certain to 
obtain an experienced trainer with the 
necessary qualifi cations. 

• Establish a tracking program to keep 
accurate records of which supervisors 
completed training and when.

5. Review Employee Classifi cations
Wage and hour class action lawsuits 

continue to plague employers in California 
and nationwide. Employers should annu-
ally audit their classifi cation of employees as 
exempt or non-exempt to determine if the 
employees are properly classifi ed. Examine 
each employee’s actual job duties. Review and 
revise job descriptions, if necessary, to refl ect 
each employee’s actual job responsibilities. 

6. Obtain New COBRA Forms
The U.S. Department of Labor issued 

new text and forms for employers with 
employees inside and outside California, 
mainly dealing with notice requirements. 
These forms are mandatory. 

7. Post Log 300A 
Employers who are subject to Log 

300 Cal/OSHA requirements are required 
to prepare Form 300A at the end of each 
year. Form 300A summarizes the workplace 
injuries and illnesses occurring at the com-
pany during a calendar year. Employers are 
required to post the form by February 1, 
and the form must remain posted through 
April 30. A revised form went into effect on 
January 1, 2004, so be sure to use the most 
recent form. The revised form includes a 
space to include hearing loss cases. 

8. Comply with New Criminal 
Background Check Laws
8. Comply with New Criminal 
Background Check Laws
8. Comply with New Criminal 

For employers who must do back-
ground checks that include criminal of-
fender records, beginning on July 1, 2005 
the state Department of Justice will only 
accept fi ngerprint images transmitted elec-
tronically. ▼

Source:  California Chamber of
Commerce Labor Law Update

The beginning of the year is a good time for all employers to review their policies and practices to be sure they comply with any 
new legal requirements and to consider necessary changes. Here’s a labor law checklist to help employers comply in 2005. 
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Theatre Chain Unspools DVD Sales
Sales still small, but Landmark counts on ‘cool factor’

reprinted from Video Business

At Landmark Theatres, executives see DVDs as complementary to fi rst-run movies, just 
like popcorn and candy.

After several one-off experiments in selling DVDs last year, the chain is now regularly 
displaying a selection of discs alongside its usual concessions.

Although DVD represents less than 10% of Landmark’s concession sales and the chain’s 
best-selling title, The Control Room, has moved just 500 copies, offi cials are hopeful about 
the segment’s growth potential.

“We’ve been doing this less than a year, and it’s something that will evolve,” said Rita 
Meno, Landmark concessions and retail sales director. “It’s defi nitely going to take some time 
for people to get used to it. They are becoming more aware of the fact that it’s available, and 
it’s a great $14.99 value.”

Right now, she said, “it’s more of a cool factor. It is putting us out there as a theatre 
where you can always get something unique. Whether it’s gourmet food items or a fi lm on 
your way out.”

Ten titles priced at $14.99 each went on display across Landmark’s 57 theatres 
nationwide in November and will be on sale through February. The DVDs--includ-
ing Y Tu Mamá También; Adaptation; Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon; and Edward 
Scissorhands--were picked to capitalize on movies running on the chain’s screens. Scissorhands--were picked to capitalize on movies running on the chain’s screens. Scissorhands Y Tu 
Mamá’s Gael García Bernal, for instance, stars in fall theatrical Mamá’s Gael García Bernal, for instance, stars in fall theatrical Mamá’s The Motorcycle Diaries
and writer Charlie Kaufman penned both Adaptation and 2004’s Eternal Sunshine of 
the Spotless Mind.the Spotless Mind.the Spotless Mind

Between September and November, Landmark offered 10 titles, including Pink Flamin-
goes, Bowling for Columbine and The Piano. The chain is still determining the rollout timing 
and mix of DVDs for a third volume.

Separate from its upcoming multi-title displays, Landmark is preparing to offer the Spring, 
Summer, Fall, Winter ... and Spring DVD with theatrical release of 3-Iron, from the same 
Korean fi lmmaker, Ki-duk Kim. Also on deck is the Shaolin Soccer DVD timed to coincide 
with writer-director Stephen Chow’s Kung Fu Hustle and the Kung Fu Hustle and the Kung Fu Hustle Lock, Stock and Two Smoking 
Barrels and Barrels and Barrels Snatch DVDs tied to the bow of Snatch DVDs tied to the bow of Snatch Layer Cake, which share producer Matthew Layer Cake, which share producer Matthew Layer Cake
Vaughn and other key contributors.

Landmark committed to DVD sales after tests exceeded executives’ expectations.

Denys Arcand’s Decline of the American Empire marked the fi rst DVD Landmark sold, Decline of the American Empire marked the fi rst DVD Landmark sold, Decline of the American Empire
between winter 2003 and spring 2004, in order to help hype the fi lmmaker’s The Barbarian 
Invasions. The Before Sunrise disc was offered concurrently with its sequel Before Sunrise disc was offered concurrently with its sequel Before Sunrise Before Sunset on Before Sunset on Before Sunset
Landmark screens in July of last year.

All discs are sold inside theatre lobbies, but people should be able to buy DVDs at Land-
mark ticket box offi ces by the end of this year. Landmark’s Web site also should be outfi tted 
with e-commerce capabilities shortly.

“We’re focusing on merchandising, whether that’s popcorn or DVDs,” said Meno. “In 
the long run, that will enhance overall sales.” ▼

Buena Vista
Christina Nedelec

Christina.nedelec@disney.com 
Nayery Markarian

nayery.markarian@disney.com
One sheets & trailers can be ordered 

from Technicolor

DreamWorks
Eric Tabak

etabak@dreamworks.com or
818/695-7758 for materials

One-sheets & trailers can be ordered 
from Technicolor

Focus Features
Eric Carr

818-777-8840
eric.carr@focusfeatures.com

Fox/Fox Searchlight
Fox Fulfi llment

Fox/Fox Searchlight
Fox Fulfi llment

Fox/Fox Searchlight

Materials Hotline 800-FOX-0010
Materials Fax line 818-785-3077

www.FoxExhibitor.com

FOX REWARDS
Fox Rewards Enrollment & Hotline 

888-FOX-9330
www.FoxRewards.com

Lions Gate Entertainment
Mike Polydoros

Ph 310/255-3719 
mpolydoros@lgecorp.com

Demetri Panos
Ph 310/255-4038

dpanos@lgecorp.com
Fax 310/255-3730

MGM
Tony Cheng – Tcheng@mgm.com

Brett Fellman – Bfellman@mgm.com
One-sheets & trailers can be 

ordered from Technicolor.

Paramount
Bill Saugez or Chris Chouinard
PARAMOUNTPROGRESS.COM

New Line/Fine Line
kristina.warner@newline.com
zach.beebee@newline.com
vinele.grana@newline.com 

Sony Pictures
All materials can be ordered at
www.sonypicturesreleasing.com 

or by phone: 877/Deluxe6

Universal
www.exhibitorrelations.com

Warner Bros 
Bill Smith

Bill.smith@warnerbros.com

Exhibitor Relations 
Contact Information
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